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The RNA cargo of Myxococcus outer membrane
vesicles†

Martin T. Swain, Emily J. Radford, Allison S. Akanyeti, James H. Hallwood and
David E. Whitworth *

The outer membrane vesicles (OMVs) secreted by some Gram-negative bacteria contain RNA cargo,

which can be introduced into target cells, affecting their cellular processes. To test whether the

antimicrobial OMVs secreted by predatory myxobacteria might contain cargo RNA with a role in prey

killing, we purified OMVs and cells from four different strains of Myxococcus spp. for RNA-seq trans-

criptome sequencing. Myxobacterial OMVs contained distinct sets of RNA molecules. The abundance of

major cellular transcripts correlated strongly with their abundance in OMVs, suggesting non-specific

packaging into OMVs. However, many major cellular transcripts were absent entirely from OMVs and

some transcripts were found exclusively in OMVs, suggesting OMV RNA cargo loading is not simply a

consequence of sampling the cellular transcriptome. Despite considerable variation in OMV RNA cargo

between biological replicates, a small number of transcripts were found consistently in replicate OMV

preparations. These ‘core’ OMV transcripts were often found in the OMVs from multiple strains, and

sometimes enriched relative to their abundance in cellular transcriptomes. In addition to providing the

first transcriptomes for myxobacterial OMVs, and the first cellular transcriptomes for three strains of

Myxococcus spp., we highlight five transcripts for further study. These transcripts are ‘core’ for at least

two of the three strains of M. xanthus studied, and encode two alkyl hydroperoxidase proteins (AhpC

and AhpD), two ribosome-associated inhibitors (RaiA-like) and a DO-family protease. It will be

interesting to test whether the transcripts serve a biological function within OMVs, potentially being

transported into prey cells for translation into toxic proteins.

1. Introduction

Bacteria seem to universally secrete vesicles into their extra-
cellular environment. Vesicles produced by Gram-negative bac-
teria are formed by pinching off outer membrane blebs, and
such vesicles are therefore described as outer membrane vesi-
cles (OMVs). OMVs have been shown to be involved in a wide
variety of bacterial processes, including immunomodulation,
quorum signalling, nutrient digestion, and toxin delivery.1

OMVs contain cargo molecules derived from the outer membrane
and periplasm of producing cells. Cargo loading can be specific,
with (e.g.) some proteins being selectively incorporated into OMVs,
although the mechanisms responsible for cargo selection remain
unclear.2,3 In addition to lipids, proteins, and metabolites, OMVs
can also contain nucleic acids.

RNA has been shown to be associated with the OMVs of
several species of bacteria.4 Comparative RNA-seq profiling of
OMVs and their producing cells has demonstrated selective
packaging of RNA into OMVs. For example, Escherichia coli
OMVs seem to particularly contain short RNAs derived from the
cleavage of non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs), although they also
contain full-length mRNAs.5–7 The specific RNA cargo of E. coli
OMVs can also change depending on growth conditions.7 Similar
findings have been reported for Salmonella enterica serovar
Typhimurium.8

The RNA cargo of OMVs produced by several pathogenic
bacteria can enter host cells and affect host cell processes.9,10

For example, Blenkiron et al. showed that the RNA cargo of
OMVs from uropathogenic E. coli could enter the cytoplasm
and nucleus of cultured epithelial cells.6 Similarly, the OMVs of
Pseudomonas aeruginosa have been found to convey RNA into
human airway cells, while Helicobacter pylori OMVs can transfer
ncRNAs into human gastric cells. In both these latter two cases,
short RNAs transported in this way have also been shown to
specifically reduce the strength of the host immune response.11,12

The myxobacteria are a phylum (Myxococcota) of non-
pathogenic predatory Gram-negative bacteria. They possess
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contact-dependent mechanisms for killing prey microbes, and
also secrete a cocktail of antimicrobial enzymes, peptides and
secondary metabolites.13–15 The OMVs produced by myxo-
bacteria and other predators are themselves antimicrobial,
being able to kill a wide range of prey organisms, and addition
of myxobacterial OMVs to prey cells leads to wholesale changes
in the prey transcriptome.16–19

It is possible that myxobacterial OMVs might transfer func-
tional RNAs into prey cells during predation, compromising
their ability to defend themselves against predator attack, in an
analogous fashion to pathogens using ncRNAs in OMVs to
attenuate the host immune response during infection.20

We therefore sought to characterise the RNA cargo of myxo-
bacterial OMVs by RNA-seq, to determine; whether RNA tran-
scripts are present within OMVs, whether there is any selectivity
in RNA packaging, and whether selectively packaged OMV
RNAs are conserved within a myxobacterial genus (Myxococcus).

2. Experimental
2.1. Myxobacterial strains and cultivation

Myxobacteria strains (Table 1) were maintained on DCY (20 g L�1

casitone, 2 g L�1 yeast extract, 10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 8 mM MgSO4)
agar plates (solidified with 15 g L�1 agar), re-plating onto fresh
plates every three or four weeks. For long term storage, agar blocks
were cut from plates and stored at �80 1C. AB022 and CA010 are
wild-type strains isolated from soils in Wales, with very different
predatory activities against a panel of prey organisms, DK1622
is a widely used laboratory strain of Myxococcus xanthus, and
DSM14675T is the type strain of Myxococcus stipitatus.22,23

2.2. Preparation of OMV and cell samples

Myxobacteria were grown in duplicate 100 mL cultures in
shaken flasks (180 rpm) of DCY at 30 1C, until they reached
mid-late exponential phase (optical density at 600 nm of B1).
Cells were removed from cultures by centrifugation as
described previously by Zwarycz et al., washed with 100 mL
TM buffer (10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 8 mM MgSO4), before resus-
pending in 2 mL of TM. Duplicates were pooled, and the
resulting cell samples frozen at �80 1C.18,24 Cell-free super-
natants were concentrated to 250 mL by centrifugation through
ultrafiltration tubes (Amicon) at 1915 � g in a Rotina 46 R
centrifuge and then size exclusion chromatography used to
isolate OMVs in 0.5 mL fractions using qEV columns (Izon
Science) as directed by the manufacturer and described in
detail by Zwarycz et al.18 OMV preparations were immediately
aliquoted and frozen at 80 1C for storage. OMV samples were
confirmed to contain pure OMVs and to be cell-free, by

incubating on DCY plates (which generated no colonies), and
by microscopy (light microscopy and transmission electron
microscopy).

2.3. Transcriptome sequencing

For each strain, OMV preparations from duplicate cultures were
sequenced, along with a pooled sample of cells from the same
two cultures. Transcriptome sequencing was performed by the
NU-OMICS sequencing facility at Northumbria University, with
a target read count of 20 million for cell samples and 5 million
for OMV samples. Cell samples were also subjected to ribode-
pletion. RNA was extracted from samples using the MagMax
Pathogen DNA/RNA kit (Thermo) using 300 ml as the sample
input volume. Extracts were treated with Turbo DNase (Thermo).
Libraries were prepared using the NEBNext Ultra II Directional
RNA Library Prep kit for Illumina (New England Biolabs) following
the FFPE/degraded RNA protocols. Ribodepletion was performed
using the NEBNext rRNA Depletion kit (New England Biolabs).
Libraries were quantified prior to sequencing, and had a mean
yield of 183 ng ml�1. Libraries were sequenced using a NextSeq
550 2 � 75 bp kit (Illumina). All kits were used according to their
manufacturer’s instructions.

2.4. Transcriptome mapping

Reads were cleaned using Trimmomatic: adaptor sequences
were removed, as were leading/trailing bases with quality
thresholds below 20, and reads less than 36 nt long. RSEM
software was then used to map reads to the specified genome
sequence (Table 1), using bowtie2 and the ‘rsem-calculate-
expression’ command, with ‘–estimate rpsd’ and ‘–append-
names’ options. Output from RSEM gave relative expression
levels of genes as FPKM values (fragments per kilobase of
transcript per million mapped reads) for each annotated gene.
Genes encoding highly expressed ncRNAs (rRNA genes, rnpB
(MXAN_5732) and ssrA (MXAN_2093)) were removed from the
dataset and FPKM values normalised for each sample to allow
comparison between samples. Sequence data has been added
to the Short Read Archive under accession PRJNA1028607.

3. Results
3.1. Matched OMV and cell transcriptome datasets for four
myxobacteria.

Cell-free OMV samples and OMV-free cell samples were pre-
pared from cultures of four myxobacterial strains (Table 1 and
Fig. 1). Three strains belonged to the same species (M. xanthus)
and included the model myxobacterium M. xanthus DK1622.
The other two M. xanthus strains were selected for their

Table 1 Myxobacteria strains used. DSMZ refers to the German collection of microorganisms and cell cultures

Strain Species Source/ref. Genbank accession

DK1622 Myxococcus xanthus Goldman et al., 2006.21 GCA_000012685
AB022 Myxococcus xanthus Zwarycz et al., 2020.24 VHLD00000000
CA010 Myxococcus xanthus Zwarycz et al., 2020.24 VHLA00000000
DSM14675T Myxococcus stipitatus DSMZ GCA_002305895
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differing predatory activities against prey organisms.21 To provide
data from a second species, the fourth strain used was the type
strain of Myxococcus stipitatus DSM14675T. Duplicate cultures of
each strain were used to prepare samples of OMVs and cells. Cells
were sedimented and washed by centrifugation, and OMVs were
purified from the cell-free culture supernatants using size exclu-
sion chromatography. RNA was extracted from the resulting
samples, libraries constructed and sequenced using an Illumina
NextSeq 550. The resulting 40 Gb of sequence data have been
added to the Short Read Archive under accession PRJNA1028607.

3.2. The DK1622 OMV transcriptome

Sequence reads from DK1622 samples were mapped to the
DK1622 genome, giving FPKM values (fragments per kilobase
of transcript per million mapped reads) for each protein-coding
gene (CDS), which were also normalised to reflect the percen-
tage abundance of each gene’s transcript in each transcriptome
(File S1, ESI†). The number of transcripts identified in each
expression profile varied considerably (Table 2), with the
cellular transcriptome including transcripts from 5208 of the
7396 DK1622 CDSs (70.4%), compared to just 170 and 237 CDS
transcripts (2.3% and 3.2% respectively) for the OMV trans-
criptomes.

Each transcriptome was also characterised by calculating its
‘N50’ and ‘N95’ metrics (Table 2). The N50 metric being defined
as the smallest number of the most highly expressed genes
which together account for 50% of the transcripts in the
transcriptome. For example, the DK1622 cell transcriptome
had an N50 value of 143, indicating that the 143 genes with
the largest FPKM values together made up 50% of the tran-
scriptome. Similarly, the N95 metric is the smallest number of
genes which together comprise 95% of the transcripts in the
transcriptome, when ranked by decreasing abundance. The
N50 and N95 values show that each transcriptome is dominated
by a small number of particularly abundant transcripts, and the
majority of transcripts are very low abundance.

DK1622 transcriptomes were compared by calculating the
correlation coefficients (r) for pairs of expression profiles
(comparing FPKM values of each gene in the DK1622 genome).
There was a negligible correlation between the cellular tran-
scriptome and each of the two OMV samples (r = 0.277 and
0.261) indicating that the transcripts found in OMVs are not
simply a consequence of sub-sampling the cytoplasmic
transcriptome.

In contrast, a weak positive correlation was found between
the two OMV replicates (r = 0.321). In a pilot study, two OMV
size-exclusion chromatography fractions from a single sample
of DK1622 OMVs were sequenced as technical replicates. The
resulting expression profiles correlated very strongly (r = 0.947),
indicating that the weakness of the correlation observed
between different OMV preparations is a result of considerable
biological variation between replicate cultures. Nevertheless,
correlation between the DK1622 OMV transcriptomes also
suggests that there is at least some commonality in their cargo
transcripts.

3.3. A core DK1622 OMV transcriptome?

To identify commonality between the RNA cargoes of DK1622
OMVs, the most abundant 50 transcripts of the replicate OMV
transcriptomes were compared (File S2, ESI†). In both cases,
the 50th most abundant transcript contributed to less than
0.5% of the sample’s transcripts. Thirteen of the 50 transcripts
were common to both samples (Table 3), constituting 18.4%
and 24.8% of the two OMV transcriptomes. Expression of the 13
shared transcripts correlated strongly (r = 0.799), suggesting
that the 13 transcripts in Table 3 represent ‘core’ components
of the DK1622 OMV transcriptome. In contrast, some tran-
scripts were abundant in one replicate but not the second, for
example the MXAN_2134 transcript represented 10.2% of one
OMV transcriptome, but was absent from the second.

Nine of the protein products of the 13 core OMV transcripts
could be assigned to COG categories (clusters of orthologous
proteins), with three belonging to category S (Function
unknown), five to category J (Translation), and two mapping
to category O (post-translational modification, protein turn-
over, chaperone functions). Functional annotation of the
encoded proteins identified three as ribosomal proteins and
four as hypothetical proteins of unknown function (Table 3).
The remainder included two RaiA family proteins (ribosome-
associated stress responsive inhibitors of translation), general
stress protein GsiB, a DO family protease, and the AhpC and
AhpD alkyl hydroperoxide reductases, which are encoded by
tandem genes (Table 3).

If transcripts are packaged into OMVs passively, their rela-
tive abundance in OMVs would be expected to correlate with
their abundance in the cellular transcriptome, giving a fold-
enrichment (the % abundance in OMVs divided by % abun-
dance in cells) of around 1. Five core OMV transcripts (ahpC,
ahpD, gsiB, MXAN_4815 and MXAN_6282) had enrichment
values between 0.1 and 10.0 (Table 3), and each represented
more than 0.1% of the cellular transcriptome, suggesting that
such transcripts are potentially packaged passively. Indeed, for

Fig. 1 Myxobacterial samples for transcriptome sequencing. Strains
DK1622 (reference strain), AB022 and CA010 belong to M. xanthus, while
strain DSM14675T is the type strain of M. stipitatus. For each of the four
strains, duplicate cultures were grown. From each replicate, cell-free
OMVs were prepared (‘OMV 1’ and ‘OMV 2’). OMV-free cells were also
prepared from each culture and replicates pooled (‘Cells’).
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the 165 cellular transcripts which each represent at least 0.1%
of the cellular transcriptome (together making 52% of the
cellular transcriptome), there was a strong correlation between
their abundance in cells and in OMVs (r = 0.692), indicating
that many transcripts are likely to be packaged passively.
Nevertheless, many highly abundant cellular transcripts are
not found in OMVs (e.g. 54 of the 165 most abundant cellular
transcripts), suggesting that some/many transcripts may be
excluded from being passively loaded into OMVs.

In contrast, eight of the OMV core transcripts had enrich-
ment values greater than 10 (Table 3), suggesting they may
be specifically targeted for inclusion in OMVs. In two cases
(rpsU and MXAN_5845) the enrichment value could not be
calculated (infinite), as those transcripts were not detected at
all in the cellular transcriptome. The transcripts encoding RaiA
and MXAN_4355 also had particularly high enrichment values
(195 and 235, respectively). Across the entire OMV transcrip-
tome, neither the enrichment nor relative abundance of OMV
transcripts correlated with their length (r = �0.176 and �0.033
respectively), although there was a weak negative correlation
between abundance and length when considering just the 13
core OMV transcripts (r = �0.335). It seems that length of a

transcript is not a good predictor of whether a transcript
is included/excluded from OMVs, and that enrichment in
OMVs is not due to the more efficient packaging of smaller
transcripts.

3.4. Conservation of the core OMV transcriptome

To see whether the same transcripts were packaged into OMVs
in AB022, CA010 and DSM14675T as they were for DK1622,
sequence data for AB022, CA010 and DSM14675T samples were
mapped against the DK1622 genome. Mapping seemed to work
very well for AB022, less well for CA010, and poorly for
DSM14675T, as indicated by the sum of FPKM values for each
dataset (Table 2). For the DSM14675T cell sample, only 108
transcripts were mapped to DK1622 CDSs, and for both OMV
samples only 1 transcript was mapped successfully, precluding
more detailed analysis. Mapping effectiveness was not a con-
sequence of sequencing depth, as the amount of sequence data
in each dataset did not correlate (r = 0.277) with the number of
transcripts mapped (sum of FPKM values). The poor mapping
of DSM14675T sequence data to DK1622 is likely because the
strains belong to different species. However, taxonomic dis-
tance cannot explain why AB022 samples mapped to DK1622 an

Table 2 Characteristics of transcriptome datasets when mapped against the DK1622 genome. The N50 and N95 metrics denote the number of protein-
coding genes that cumulatively constitute 50% or 95% (respectively) of the total FPKMs of the dataset when ranked by decreasing FPKM value. Mx
denotes Myxococcus xanthus, Ms represents Myxococcus stipitatus, SFPKM denotes the sum of all FPKM values, Mbytes and Gbases indicate the size of
the sequence dataset and #Transcripts is the number of CDSs against which transcripts could be mapped

Sample Mbytes Gbases SFPKM N50 N95 # Transcripts Accession

Mx DK1622 OMV#1 40 0.11 1170 25 130 170 SRX22103706
Mx DK1622 OMV#2 66 0.16 4600 33 180 237 SRX22103707
Mx DK1622 Cells 1004 2.9 6025 143 2696 5208 SRX22103700
Mx AB022 OMV 1 268 0.77 13509 171 2454 4709 SRX22103702
Mx AB022 OMV 2 296 0.86 2821 154 1648 2537 SRX22103703
Mx AB022 Cells 856 2.5 35529 183 2503 5887 SRX22103696
Mx CA010 OMV 1 345 1.0 216 46 305 415 SRX22103698
Mx CA010 OMV 2 315 0.91 25 17 74 92 SRX22103699
Mx CA010 Cells 873 2.5 3606 84 1729 3583 SRX22103701
Ms DSM14675T OMV 1 582 1.7 0.19 1 1 1 SRX22103704
Ms DSM14675T OMV 2 459 1.3 0.79 1 1 1 SRX22103705
Ms DSM14675T Cells 1004 2.8 67.11 1 43 108 SRX22103697

Table 3 ‘Core’ transcripts of DK1622 OMVs. Each transcript listed was found among the most highly expressed transcripts in replicate preparations of
DK1622 OMVs. Values indicate the normalised expression of each transcript (percentage), including for the cellular transcriptome. Enrichment denotes
the mean fold-increase in relative abundance in OMVs relative to cellular transcriptomes, while #OMVs denotes for how many of the AB022, CA010 and/
or DK1622 OMV transcriptomes the transcripts were among the most abundant 50 transcripts (maximum 6)

Identifier Role OMV 1 OMV 2 Cell Enrichment Length (nt) COG #OMVs

MXAN_0457; raiA Ribosome-associated inhibitor 3.97357 2.49484 0.01659 195 336 J 4
MXAN_0934 DO family protease 1.45526 0.61778 0.08380 12.4 1503 O 5
MXAN_1563; ahpD Alkyl hydroperoxidase 0.65884 1.1681 1.10144 0.829 525 S 5
MXAN_1564; ahpC Alkyl hydroperoxide reductase 1.21941 1.07645 1.67680 0.685 555 O 6
MXAN_3076; rplL 50S ribosomal protein L7/L12 2.25511 1.0438 0.06505 25.3 1350 J 3
MXAN_3323; rpsM 30S ribosomal protein S13 1.05620 0.97124 0.06488 15.6 384 J 2
MXAN_3850; gsiB General stress protein 0.79215 0.71126 0.59627 1.26 462 — 3
MXAN_4355 Hypothetical protein 0.61868 0.54692 0.00248 235 549 S 2
MXAN_4815 RaiA family protein 3.43009 2.11921 7.56904 0.367 366 J 6
MXAN_4859 Hypothetical protein 1.48432 1.32644 0.05907 23.7 483 S 2
MXAN_5201; rpsU 30S ribosomal protein S21 4.42989 5.01230 0 Infinity 195 J 3
MXAN_5845 Hypothetical protein 2.72254 0.60474 0 Infinity 213 — 2
MXAN_6282 Hypothetical protein 0.74857 0.66974 0.11052 6.42 480 — 2
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order of magnitude better than CA010 samples, as both are
equally related to DK1622, with an average nucleotide identity
(ANI) of 97% with DK1622, and an ANI of 100% between CA010
and AB022.

As shown in Table 4, the normalised FPKM values of the
CA010 cellular transcriptome correlated moderately with those
of AB022 and DK1622 (r = 0.560 and 0.510, respectively), which
also correlated with one another, albeit not as strongly
(r = 0.418). Weaker correlations were observed between OMV
transcriptomes of different strains (r values of 0.202, 0.217 and
0.227), suggesting there is greater variability between OMV
transcriptomes than for cellular transcriptomes. Comparing
cellular with OMV transcriptomes typically gave weak correla-
tions, except notably when comparing the CA010 cellular and
CA010 OMV transcriptomes, which gave a moderate strength
correlation (r = 0.639).

For AB022 and CA010, the differing effectiveness of mapping
between samples (manifested as the sum of FPKM values)
meant that samples had very different numbers of transcripts,
N50 and N95 values (Table 2), although more than 90 tran-
scripts were detected in each OMV sample. We therefore
focused on the top 50 most abundant transcripts in each
OMV transcriptome, as we had done for DK1622 OMVs, regard-
less of what proportion of the transcriptome those 50 tran-
scripts represented.

For AB022 OMVs there were 26 transcripts in common
among the top 50 most abundant transcripts of both replicates,
and 14 such transcripts for CA010 (File S2, ESI†), compared to
13 for DK1622. Considering the six OMV transcriptomes of
AB022, CA010 and DK1622 together, only two transcripts were
found in the top 50 transcripts of all six samples (MXAN_1564;
ahpC and MXAN_4815). Two transcripts were found in the top
50 transcripts of five transcriptomes (MXAN_1563; ahpD and
MXAN_0934), and three more were in the top 50 of four OMV
transcriptomes (MXAN_0457; raiA, MXAN_2072; rpsO and
MXAN6754, an HSP60).

Surprisingly, the highly enriched DK1622 OMV transcript
MXAN_4355 was not abundant in any of the AB022/CA010 OMV
transcriptomes, and while the other highly-enriched DK1622
OMV transcript MXAN_0457; raiA, was found abundantly in
both AB022 OMV transcriptomes, its enrichment in OMVs was
only 1.8 fold compared to the AB022 cellular transcriptome.
It seems that the majority of ‘core’ OMV transcripts observed in
a strain are neither ‘core’ in other strains, nor consistently
enriched relative to the cellular transcriptomes, in other strains

of the same species. However, transcripts encoding peroxi-
dases, raiA family proteins, and ribosomal subunits do appear
to be consistently found abundantly in OMVs.

3.5. ncRNAs in OMVs

To investigate whether any non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) were
packaged into OMVs, the abundance of 37 previously catalo-
gued DK1622 ncRNAs in the OMV and cell transcriptomes was
assessed by mapping transcripts against the DK1622 genome,
as described previously.25 Examples are shown in Fig. 2.

Twelve of the 20 ncRNAs found abundantly in the cell
transcriptomes, were also found in the OMV transcriptomes
of each strain, including the ncRNAs antisense to rRNA operons
(Mxs005-Mxs007, Mxs024-Mxs026, Mxs031 and Mxs036), as well
as the tmRNA, 6S rRNA, RNase P and signal recognition particle
ncRNAs (SsrA, SsrS, RnpB and Ffs, respectively). It seems likely
that these ncRNA were packaged passively into OMVs, and that
the eight abundant DK1622 cellular ncRNAs which were not
abundant/present in OMVs of any strains (Mxs001, Mxs002,
Mxs016, Mxs023, Mxs033, Mxs037, MsDNA and Pxr), were
somehow excluded from packaging.

Of the remaining 17 ncRNAs (Mxs004, Mxs008-Mxs010,
Mxs012-Mxs015, Mxs017, Mxs019, Mxs021, Mxs022, Mxs028-
30, Mxs034 and Mxs035), all were low abundance or entirely
absent from all cell and OMV transcriptomes, except for
Mxs028, which was abundant in both the cell and OMV
transcriptomes, but only for AB022 (Fig. 2).

4. Discussion

In several cases, the OMVs secreted by Gram-negative bacteria
are known to affect the biology of other organisms by delivering
RNAs directly into target cells. As a first step to investigate
whether myxobacterial OMVs promote killing of prey organ-
isms or promote communication within swarms via the trans-
port of RNAs, we undertook transcriptome sequencing of OMVs
and cells isolated from multiple myxobacteria, including the
model myxobacterium M. xanthus DK1622.

Comparing the profiles of the cellular and OMV transcrip-
tomes gave only moderate to weak correlations, suggesting that
the RNA cargo of OMVs is not simply a consequence of
sampling the cellular transcriptome. Indeed, many abundant
cellular transcripts were entirely absent from OMVs and vice
versa. The cellular transcriptome profiles of different strains of
M. xanthus correlated moderately with one another, however
there was only weak correlation between the transcriptome
profiles of replicate OMV preps, suggesting that OMV cargo
packing is subject to significant stochasticity. The greater
correlation between cellular transcriptomes than between
OMV replicates may be a reflection of cells being subject to
stronger selective pressures than the OMVs they produce.

Nevertheless, despite such variability, we were able to iden-
tify 13 ‘core’ OMV transcripts in our datasets, which were
abundant in both replicate OMV preps and whose abundance
correlated strongly between replicates. The core OMV transcripts

Table 4 Correlations between the normalised FPKM values of cell and/or
mean OMV transcriptomes for three strains of M. xanthus

Correlation coefficients (r)

OMVs Cells

CA010 DK1622 AB022 CA010 DK1622

OMVs AB022 0.227 0.217 0.377 0.347 0.221
CA010 0.202 0.441 0.639 0.468
DK1622 0.333 0.262 0.331

Cells AB022 0.56 0.418
CA010 0.51
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of DK1622 had no obvious commonality of function, with the
exception of several ribosomal RNAs, which was also observed by
Chapagain et al. in the OMVs of Flavobacterium psychrophilum.26

Core OMV transcripts were not consistently enriched in abun-
dance relative to the cellular transcriptome, and only five of the
core OMV transcripts were found among the core OMV transcripts
of other Myxococcus xanthus strains: namely those encoding
a protease (MXAN_0934), AhpC, AhpD and two family RaiA
proteins.

This picture of variability, conservation and enrichment is
similar to that obtained when studying the proteins of myxo-
bacterial OMVs. The myxobacterial OMV proteome is enriched for
particular proteins compared to the cellular proteome, and is highly
variable when comparing between strains – a few core proteins are
found in every strain’s OMVs, but the majority of OMV proteins are
strain-specific.24,27 These shared features of myxobacterial OMV
transcriptomes and OMV proteomes in turn mirror the myxobacter-
ial pan-genome, which comprises a relatively small core genome,
with a large and highly variable accessory genome.28,29

Enrichment of specific molecular species in OMVs com-
pared to their relative abundance in the cell is indicative of

cargo selection and usually assumed to be adaptive. A small
number of core OMV transcripts were found to be enriched, but
enrichment of those transcripts was not typically conserved,
and many OMV transcripts were not enriched at all. We
propose that in myxobacteria, RNA cargo selection is essentially
passive, with the packaging of transcripts depending on their
cellular abundance. However, it would seem that many cellular
transcripts are actively impeded from being packaged, either as a
consequence of specific exclusion mechanisms and/or because
their physical properties inhibit their inclusion within OMVs.

The mechanism of selective cargo loading of OMVs is not at
all clear, even for OMV proteins, which have been much more
extensively studied than OMV RNAs.3 While the mechanism of
cargo selection is not understood, the proteins incorporated
into OMVs are typically outer membrane or periplasm resi-
dents, so it is easy to imagine them being captured within an
OMV as it blebs off a cell if they are in the right place at the
right time. In contrast, RNAs are produced and reside in the
cytoplasm, so in principle they must cross the inner membrane
to enter budding OMVs. How this might occur is more difficult
to imagine. The lack of widespread enrichment of OMV

Fig. 2 Mapped transcripts for three example ncRNAs. ncRNAs are shown as black arrows and surrounding protein-coding genes as white arrows.
In each panel the upper trace is from the cellular transcriptome and the lower from the OMV transcriptome. (A) pxr of AB022, (B) ssrA of DK1622,
(C) mxs028 of AB022.
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transcripts suggests there is no active mechanism for RNA
cargo selection/incorporation, but all sorts of factors could
potentially impede their packaging into OMVs – e.g. how large
they are, whether they are being actively translated, whether
they form secondary structures, etc. We assessed whether there
was differential packaging of different sized RNAs, but found
no correlation between abundance or enrichment of OMV RNAs
and their length.

Presumably, abundant OMV transcripts are particularly
good at leaking through any exclusion mechanisms/barriers
rather than being specifically packaged into OMVs. However,
this does not preclude them providing a selective advantage
during OMV-mediated predation or via intra-swarm commu-
nication. With passive OMV packaging, mutations increasing
transcript synthesis (or induction of transcription in response
to the presence of prey) would also increase the incorporation
of the resulting transcript into OMVs, thereby conferring a
selective advantage. Similarly, the lack of conservation of a
transcript between myxobacterial OMVs doesn’t preclude a role
for the transcript in predation, as the presence/absence of
genes within the accessory genome correlates with predatory
activity.30 It is also worth considering that myxobacterial OMVs
may have a more important role in defence against nematode
predation, rather than the killing of bacterial/fungal prey.31

Might there be functional roles for the core OMV transcripts
in predation? If OMV transcripts can enter the target cell
cytoplasm, they could potentially affect host processes. Patho-
genic bacteria package small regulatory RNAs which impede
the host response to infection, but they also package full length
mRNAs which could potentially be translated by the host cell.
The conserved core OMV transcriptome of DK1622 includes
several proteins which if translated could potentially disrupt
the prey’s ability to defend itself from predation. MXAN_0934 is
a protease, which if translated could potentially digest prey cell
proteins. Similarly, RaiA proteins inhibit ribosome activity
during starvation, preventing the initiation of translation, so
RaiA and MXAN_4815 could potentially affect prey homeostasis
by impeding the prey’s ability to express predation resistance
proteins.32 Conversely, AhpC and AhpD are involved in the
detoxification of hydroperoxides, and it seems unlikely that
antioxidant expression might hinder the prey cell’s ability
to withstand predation.33 It would be interesting to test
whether the OMV transcripts mentioned above are detrimen-
tal to prey health (e.g. if expressed from an inducible plas-
mid), and whether their proteins can be detected in prey cells
after co-incubation with M. xanthus OMVs. If such transcripts
are involved in predation, we might also expect to see a
reduced predatory activity of mutants carrying deletions of
the genes encoding those transcripts and/or induction of
transcript expression/packaging in response to the presence
of prey.

In addition to identifying conserved OMV cargo transcripts
for further study, this study has provided the first cellular
transcriptomes for three myxobacterial strains (AB022, CA010
and DSM14675T), including the first RNA-seq dataset for a
species of Myxococcaceae other than M. xanthus (M. stipitatus),

which we hope will support broader research into myxobacter-
ial biology.
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